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ABSTRACT
The toroidal reversed-field pinch (RFP) achieves gross equilibrium
and stability with a ccxnbination of high shear

and wall stabilization,

rather than the inposition of tokamak-like q-constraints.

Consequently,

confinemoit is provided primarily by poloidal magnetic fields, poloidal
betas as large as — 0.58 are obtainable, the high

ohmic-heating

(toroidal) current densities premise a sole means of heating a D-T
plasma to ignitiai, and

the plasma aspect ratio is not limited by

stability/equilibrium constraints. A reactor-like plasma model has been
developed in order to quantify and to assess the general features of a
power system based ipcn RFP confinement. An "operating point" has been
generated cn the basis of this plasma model and a relatively detailed
engineering energy

balance.

These results are used

to generate a

conceptual engineering model of the reversed-field pinch reactor (RFPR)
which includes a general description of a 750 Mfe power plant and

the

preliminary consideration of vacuui^/fueling, first wall, blanket, magnet
coils, iron core, and the energy storage/transfer system.
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I. INTBODUCTim
A. Summary of the Reversed-Field Pinch Concept
The desire for power production frcxn fusion reactions has lead

to

the pursuit of many plasma confinement schemes. The present experimen
tal goal of containing a reacting plasma for a sufficient time to
achieve a net energy output has been difficult to attain.

Even when

plasma jiiysics problems are overcone, the economics of the reactor
system may be unfavorable and render a particular concept useless.

The

purpose of this thesis is to determine the potential of a fusion reactor
system based

on

reversed-field

pinch

confinement.

Theoretical

predictions (Sec. II.A) and ejçerimental observation (Sec. II.B) provide
the basis for the present optimism that stable plasma confinement may be
achievable for time periods sufficient to make an econcmic reactor
system.
Toroidal pinch systems confine the plasma using an azimuthal field
Bg produced by a toroidal current flowing through the plasma and a
toroidal field

applied

from external ooils where the coordinate

notation is shewn in Fig. 1. Two basic approaches have energed that
seek to obtain stable configurations. The first achieves magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability by operating below the Kruskal-Shafranov current
limit (1,2) which implies that

unstable nodes would require magnetic

field wavelengths longer than the major circumference of the torus.
This translates into q > 1 where
g = (B2/Bg)/A .

(1.1)

www.manaraa.com
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Fig. 1. In the toroidal system R is taken as the major radius and r^ as
the minor radiusj The minor axis of the torus is denoted by z,
and the angle about z is given by 0.

The aspect ratio A is

where r^ is the first-wall radius. The major

device utilizing this concept is the tokamak (3-6) whose field profiles
are also shown in Fig. 2. Maintaining g > 1 requires small values of
which leads to low values of total

B (plasma pressure/total mag

netic pressure). It is desirable, however, to have a high total 3
because the power density is proportional to the square of the number
2

density and n = 6 B , so for a constant magnetic field the power output
2
is directly related to 6 . Present tokamak designs for increasing the
total plasma beta are based upon the noncircular plasma concept (5,6)
and the flux conserving tokamak (6). These techniques are envisioned to
allow g =3-10% and still maintain MKD stability.

Belt pinches (7,8)

shown in Fig. 2 and high-beta tokamaks (8,9) also seek

to increase 6

values. The screw pinch (8-10) shown in Fig. 2 is theoretically stable
for q ~ 0.7-1.5 with total 3 up to 25%.

The stabilizing influence of

www.manaraa.com
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pressureless plasma currents outside the plasma column achieve these
high values of 6.
As seen frcsn Eq. (1.1), small aspect ratios are also desirable for
q > 1. This inplies "tight" tori leading to inhomogeneous toroidal 6%
fields which produces many trapped particle instabilities and

enhances

the particle and energy diffusion rates (3,4).
In the second major approach a conducting shell (or external con
ductors) eliminates grossly unstable

modes

with

wavelengths that are now greater than the minor

magnetic

field

radius of the device.

Localized modes are avoided by using a strcxigly sheared magnetic field.
The reversed-field pinch (RFP) utilizes

this approach (11-13) and

is

shown in Fig. 2. The Kruskal-Shafranov limit (1,2) no Icxiger applies
and large draiic heating currents are possible.
small aspect ratios and small values of

BQ/B^

The restrictions of

are therefore, removed.

Theoretical values of total 6 equal to ~40% are predicted.
Numerous methods (11-13) of producing the desired RFP profiles have
been considered. Sinply inducing a plasma current in the presence of an
initial bias field

produces a discharge which is initially un

stable. Wall contact and unstable MHD modes allow the plasma to sponta
neously produce a reversed toroidal field in the outermost region of the
discharge. This phenomena of self-field reversal relaxes the plasma
into a quiescent mode of operation.
The RFP may also be generated by programming the currents in the
toroidal field windings. The reversed field is thereby inposed on the
plasma, and the desired profiles can be produced without the initial
turbulent phase that characterizes the self-reversal mode. Many of the

www.manaraa.com
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present experiments (Sec. II.B) use this approach, however, the field
risetimes must be ocsiçarable to the growth rates

sound speed

in the

plasma) of the unstable plasma modes. These times are too short for
reactor systems in which rotating machinery is used
netic field energy between pulses.

Aiding

to store the mag

the self-reversal process

with field programming is considered feasible for relatively slow risetime systems. The device is often started as a tokamak discharge with
an initial toroidal B field and q >1. As the plasma current is inzo
creased, the toroidal field outside the plasma column is reversed and
the plasma likely passes through many unstable states as q falls below
one until a stable RFP field profile is established.

Other methods of

field programming such as increasing the toroidal bias field as the
current is increased to give q <1 during startup are also postulated.
COTibination of self-reversal and field programming will

A

hopefully

minimize the wall interaction during the plasma initiation and burn.

B. Reactor Caisiderations
The reversed-field pinch reactor (RFER) offers many advantages when
compared to q-stabilized systems. The RFPR would operate well above the
Kruskal-Shafranov current limit (1,2) and may, therefore,
ignition utilizing the high ctoic heating rates.

achieve

The main confining

field, Bg, varies as 1/r outside the plasma, reducing magnetic energy
storage requiremsits and magnet stresses when conpared to devices which
have uniform

toroidal fields outside the plasma.

The unrestricted

www.manaraa.com
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aspect ratio should lead to more open systems and

reduced ccmstruction

and maintenance problems.
The operating scheme investigated here for a RFPR
pulsed, high-S system, in which the

is that of a

burn time is a fraction of the

energy confinement time. This "batch" bum process inplies that no
refueling is needed during the burn. The problem of wall interaction
with a diffuse plasma edge is minimized fcy the short bum periods, and
divertors are not required. The vigorous plasma

bum

is not easily

degraded fcy the influx of impurities.
Pulsed systems allow the use of roon-toiperature coils because the
2

output power (proportional to B for a constant oxifining field) can be
made much larger than joule losses in a high-B syston.
large superconducting coils outside of thick

The need for

blankets and

blanket

shields is obviated, which represents considerable cost reductions.

The

energy balance is eihanced by alpiia-particle reaction products expanding
against the magnetic field and forcing flux out of the magnet coils.
This direct-conversicxi of ~60% of the aljte-particle energy to elec
trical energy through the magnet coils occurs with ^100% efficiency.
Varying the burn pulse in frequency and anplitude allows control of
the output power. Thermal fluctuations in the primary coolant loop and
blanket structure are small because "off" times less than 10 s are short
coipared to the thermal time caistants. Liquid lithium can be utilized
for breeding tritium and providing cooling with little punping energy
loss. In steac^-state systems the lithium must be punped

across strong

magnetic fields, whereas pulsed systems may be operated with small
lithium flows during the bum when fields are present.

www.manaraa.com
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Operation in a pulsed mode also presents inherent disadvantages when
ccxnpared to quasi-steady-state systems. Cyclic thermal/mechanical load
ing of

the first-wall and

blanket inposes operational constraints.

Thermal fatigue of the first wall

is a particularly crucial problem.

The magnetic energy must be switched into the reactor each burn cycle,
and recovered by the energy storage device with high efficiency to
achieve an acceptable energy balance.

Efficient

energy

transfer

requires reliable switching and pulsed energy power supplies such as
homopolar generators. This pulsed mode of operation implies that the
highly energetic plasma must be nondestructively contained and

quenched

without excessive magnetic field dissipation. Feedback control of the
plasna may be required at high-g to achieve the required stable ccnfiguratiœs.
A schematic drawing of the envisioned RFER in Fig. 3 shows the
location of the major systen canponents. A reference first-wall system
(14) of ^•£>2 bended to Nb-l%Zr structural alloy is used
heat transfer calculations.

for first-wall

The alumina provides protecticn against

high-z impurities due to sputtering.

The blanket utilizes a lead

multiplying regicxi followed by ®Li, resulting in tritium breeding
of 1.10 for a 0.35-m thick blanket (15).

ratios

A conventional steam cycle

converts the thermal blanket energy into electrical energy with an
assumed 40% efficiency.

The roan tenperature poloidal and

field coils are outside of the lithium cooled

blanket.

couples the poloidal coil current fran the homopolar

toroidal

An iron core

energy store (16)

to the plasma with nearly unity coupling, accoiplished by not saturating
the iron core.

www.manaraa.com
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Cross-sectional drawing of the envisioned RFPR.
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C. Objectives
This thesis investigates possible operating schemes for a RFPR.

A

realistic energy balance defines the important energy flews throughout
the system. The reactor performance is then evaluated for various
first-wall radii, plasma current densities, plasma number densities, and
deuterium-tritium DT fractions.

A zero-dimaision plasma engineering

code is developed to calculate the bum dynamics for a plasma confined
by ideal poloidal and

toroidal fields modeled

Bessel functions.

Alpha-particle thermalizaticn using Fokker-Planck formulisn, classical
particle diffusion and thermal conduction, dimic heating, and radiation
losses are included.
Potential operating points for the RFPR are presented which include
startqp and pre-quench phases.

The final system design includes a

general reactor description, including preliminary considerations of the
required energy storage systems with associated circuits, magnet coils,
lithium blanket, and the first wall.

The results of the analyses

presented herein are used to identify a physics operating point for the
RFHR rather than to generate a detailed engineering design for the
system.

www.manaraa.com
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Theory
The pinch discharge is one of the earliest fusicn concepts to be
proposed. The sirrple pinch

is a resist!vely heated current-carrying

conductor being radially ccxipressed fcy the azimuthal field generated by
the current. The theory of a constricted gas current was initially
developed in 1934 and is presented in Glasstone and Lovberg (17).

The

siirple pinch is, however, very unstable to both sausage and kink-type
instabilities. A local constriction of the plasma column enhances the
field pressure (= 1/r^ at that point causing further contraction and
complete current disruption as the sausage mode progresses.

The plasma

may also remain circular in cross section and develop a kink. The

lines

of force due to the current in the plasma are brought closer together

on

the inside of the kink and farther apart on the outside. Once a slight
kink develops, the node grows until the plasma strikes the walls.
Theories were thai developed that quantitatively explained the behavior
of instabilities and predicted the fields necessary to produce a stable
pinch.
Early theoretical work on pinch discharges utilized normal node
analysis (17-24) which describes small-anplitude perturbations of the
plasma in terms of Fourier ocxiponents. Small amplitude displacemeits Ç
are represented by
Ç = Ç(r) e^ [i{m0 + kz + yt)]

(2.1)

where m is the azimuthal periodicity of a particular deformation mode, k
is the Icngitudinal wave number, and y determines the growth rate of the

www.manaraa.com
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perturbation. If Y
and stable-

For Y

2

2

is positive, the perturbation is

periodic in time

negative, the disturbance grows exponentially in

time and the system is unstable.
In 1954 Kruskal and Schwarzschild (19) applied the above analysis to
a cylindrical sharp-boundary plasma carrying a toroidal current, I^, in
an infinitely thin surface layer. Using no bias field B^, it was found
that the systen was unstable for m = 0 (sausage instability) and 1 (kink
instability). Tayler (20) showed in 1957 that all mode numbers m were
unstable in this simple pinch, and the growth rates 1/Y were of the same
magnitude as the sound speed in the plasma.
The sharp boundary model was thai extended (1956-1958) to include an
axial field

both inside and outside of the plasma, and

a conducting

shell encircling the pinch (21-24). The m = 0 and m = 2 modes were
stabilized using œly an axial field, whereas a conducting shell was
needed to stabilize the m = 1 mode.

The sharp boundary stability

criteria is given approximately by
^ ^ 5(l-gg) '

(2.2)

where 3g is the plasma pressure inside the pinch divided by the poloidal
field pressure at the surface of the pinch, and x is the plasma radius
r^ divided by the first-wall radius r^
Sharp boundary pinches were not encountered experimentally, and a
model which allowed current to permeate the plasma region was needed.

A

necessary, although not sufficient, condition for a diffuse linear pinch
given in 1958 is the Suydam criteria (25)

www.manaraa.com
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£ (i
4 \ u c3r /

+

2^
2 dr

> 0;

(2.3)

where
(2.4)

-4
represents the number of rotations of a field line per unit length along
the z-coordinate. The localized plasma pressure is p and u =
-7
4Tr X 10 h/m. The quantity (1/u)(du/dr) is the rate of change in pitch
angle with radial distance and is called the "shear" of the field.
seen in Eq. (2.3) high shear is desirable for stability.

As

Sanple stable

pressure and field profiles which satisfy this criteria are shown in
Fig. 4. As r-s-o the shear of the fields vanishes, and Eq. (2.3) is
satisfied by a positive pressure gradient dp/dr.

Clearly the pressure

gradiait must be negative near the outer edge of the discharge as the
pressure is reduced to near zero at the wall. This destabilizing effect
is cancelled by highly sheared fields in the outer regions resulting
fron the reversed toroidal field.
Using ideal MHD theory, necessary and sufficient conditions were
found by Navccmb (25) in 1960 for a linear diffuse pinch.
occurs for all m and k values if and only if
m = 0, k->0 and m = 1, - =< k <=».

Stability

the pinch is stable for

The application of this criteria

involves the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (18).

This

formulism finds the displacement Ç (r) which minimizes the systems'
potential energy. The stability criteria predicts that any displacement
fron the equilibrium ccnfiguraticxi yields an increase in potential

www.manaraa.com
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Fig. 4.

Sairole MHD stable pressure and field profiles for a linear
pinch showing the effect of increasing the pressure on the
location of the conducting v;all for stability (13).
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energy, i.e., requires work to be done on the system.

This calculatioi

and other methods used in 1960 by Furth and Suydam (27,28) of investi
gating stability generally require numerical computer solutions.

Recent

(1971-1974) calculaticns (29-31) yield stable reversed-field profiles as
shown in Fig. 4. The important conditions for stability are positive
total axial flux,

< (0.5 + local 6

value, where

= 0) and the

profile must satisfy Suydam's criteria. The first two conditions are
important for reactor considerations and are monitored in this study by
the zero-dimensional models. The last condition would

require a one-

dimoisional MHD code, however, so the precise shape of a stable plasma
profile is not included when a reactor energy balance is

being

considered.
Robinson (31) noted

in 1971 that a stable configuration also

requires that no minimum in the pitch 1/u =

versus radius be

present (31). The pitch 1/v must fall noiotonically from r = 0 to the
conducting wall. In the vacuum region,

= constant, B^^ 1/r and the

resultant pitch varies as r2. If both B^ and B^ are positive, the pitch
is increasing in the vacuum

region and a pitch minimum will occur.

Reversing the B^ field in the vacuum region allows the pitch to continue
to fall outside the plasma. A current-free vacuum region is then allowed
in a RFP between the plasma and the wall.
The calculation of MHD stable equilibria has been extended to
toroidal coordinates (32-34) in 1972 using numerical techniques, where
the stability of localized modes is determined

by the Mercier (32)

criterion (toroidal analog of the Suydam criterion) published

in 1960.

The RF? toroidal configuration produces enhanced stability margins for
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aspect ratios (major radius/minor radius) of 1-5, when ccaipared to a
linear device. For aspect ratios approaching 1.0, however, extreme
toroidal effects induce instabilities.

Stable equilibria exist when

SQ<0.6 for aspect ratios greater than ~ 2. Aspect ratios greater than
~5 allow the use of linear pinch stability theory with substantially
the same results.
The stability criteria predicted by ideal MHD theory is used for the
physics constraints in the reactor calculations.

A large body of

additional informaticn has been added to the theory of pinches since
1970. Nonideal MHD theory

has been used to investigate resistive

instabilities using a time-depeident code that solves the linearized
equations of motiœ

(35,36).

resistivity, viscosity, and

Including

coipressibility,

finite

thermal conductivity, unstable resistive

tearing modes are possible for ideal MED stable profiles.

Theoretically

stable resistive configurations have been found (37) for total B — 30%.
A Vlasov-fluid model (38) has also been used to study RFP configura
tions. This model predicts better stability margins than does ideal MHD
theory. Microinstability theory is also being actively pursued and is
summarized in Reference 12.
The behavior of a RFP during startup and operation has been
investigated analytically and

numerically.

The self-reversal of the

outer toroidal field, observed in RFP experimeits (Sec. II.B), has been
predicted theoretically (39,40). For a slight energy dissipation, the
pinch will naturally relax to a state of minimum energy.
(© = Bg(wall)/<B^>, <B^)> = 2r^ ^^B^rdr)

For 0 > 1.2

the lowest energy state

www.manaraa.com
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inside a perfectly conducting wall has a force-free region with a
reversed field. For very fast field progranmed systems, a global energy
and pressure balance has produced the following
plasma current risetime is much faster

theorem (41):

If the

than the flux diffusion time,

static equilibrium cannot be achieved after the poloidal field
diffused to a uniform current distribution unless losses or
pressure at the wall are present.

This situaticm

has

plasma

implies that the

localized plasma pressure may become too high during a very fast start
up, and a turbulent phase may result.
Numerical modeling of the experimaital plasma behavior in ZT-I (Sec.
II.B) has also beai performed. A time-dependent, one-dimension MHD code
(34) with anisotropic electrical resistivity, heat conduction, and
impurity radiation has beai used to investigate the postimplosioi phase
of ZT-I. The electrical resistivity appears to be nearly classical on
axis and must increase by two orders of magnitude from the axis to the
discharge tube wall in order to approximate the experimental results.
If this increase is interpreted to be classical (resistivity n = T-3/2)
then the tenperature must fall frcxn — 20 eV en axis to a few eV at the
wall. More precise tenperature measuronents are needed

to answer the

question of anomalous versus classical resistivity. The energy loss to
the wall can be taken into account by enhanced transport or

by impurity

radiation, assuming 1% oxygen and 1% carbon. For the same problem, a
hybrid code (42) that treats ions as particles and electrcxis as a fluid
has been used to model the discharge. The field diffusion during the
pinch phases has been matched well using an enhanced resistivity.

These
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simulations are carried out for the 5-15 \is oontainment times of the
experimental discharge.

B. Experiments
A large number (17,18,43) of linear pinch devices were constructed
during the years 1957-1958 in which the electrodes were inserted
directly into the plaana at the ends of the tube. Current rise rates of
10^^ to 10^^ A/s and initial gas pressures of 2 to 10^ irfTorr were
readily obtainable in devices with lengths fron a few inches to several
feet and diameters up to two feet. Measurements performed away frcxn the
ends appeared not to be deminated by end effects such as inpurities and
electrode oooling due to the short confinement times. These experiments
were in general agreement that the expected instabilities discussed in
Sec. II.A. propagated with the sound speed in the plasma. Many of these
experiments (17,18,43) also included a bias field which suppressed the
m = 0 mode. According to sharp-boundary theory (Sec. II.A), using a
bias field and a conducting shell around the plasma may provide a stable
plasma configuration.

This theory was insufficient to predict the

behavior of a diffuse plaana and the m = 1 mode persisted.

Using

Suydam's criteria for a diffuse-current layer, the possibility of
improved stability hy iirposing a reversed field

outside the plasma

column, or utilizing self-reversal during the current initiation, led to
the toroidal RFP experiments listed in Table 1.
One of the first experiments to inpose a reversed field, by Ohkawa
et al. (44) in 1963, is designated as RFPl in Table 1.

By using an
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initial bias field B ~ 0.1 T and programming the magnetic and electric
zo
fields to reverse outside of the pinch during the current rise, the
plasma lasted for 10 to 15 us at icn tenperatures up to 130 eV.

Plasma

conpressicn increased the density fay a factor of ~5 which resulted
peak ion densities of 3 x 10^4m

in

Without programming, MHD insta

bilities forced the plasma to the wall within 3 ys.

Table 1. Sunmary of reversed-field pinch parameters^

Experiment
Designation

Caiposition
of
First Wall

First-Wall
Radius
r^(cm)

Major
Radius
R(cm)

Plasma
Current
I (kA)

Filling
Pressure
P (mfforr)

RFPl

Alumina

3.5

25

20

90-100

ZETA

Stainless

50

150

100-900

0.25-2.0

Steel
HBTX

Quartz

6.5

100

40-110

40

ETA-BETA

Quartz

5

40

30-150

20-80

ETL-TFE-1

Pyrex

5

40

80-120

30-50

STP

Quartz

4

12

50

20-30

ZT-I

Alumina

5

37

30-200

10-100

ZT-S

Alumina

7.7

40

30-140

10-100

^Experiments described in text.
The relatively slow current risetime (~1 ms) for

the ZETA device

(45-49), initially operated in 1958, induced voltages of c«iLy ~100 V/m
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and allowed the use of a metallic first wall.

Sustaining plasma

currents for 1-3 ms through a low pressure gas in the presence of a sta
bilizing field

(0.02 - 0.1 T) produced plasma

tenperatures

of

10-50 eV and oiergy confinement times of t^~100 ys. Values of 0^ = 2-5
{(=> = (wall)/B ) were achieved with
iro to 10%. A reversed field
^ o 0
zo
0
was not imposed cn the outside of the plasma. Continuing experimental
studies (47) made from 1965-1968 exhibited a period of

iiiproved sta

bility for times up to 3 ms at electron temperatures of 100-200 eV.

The

quiescence occurred cnly when both the magnetic and electric fields were
reversed in the outer

regions of the plasma with

> 1.8.

Recent

analysis of old ZET31 experimental data (48) has produced substantially
the same conclusions where energy containmait times were estimated to
3-10 ms during the quiescent state at

Q~10%.

P

be

In this experiment no

reverse field was imposed oi the plasma; self-reversal occurred when the
plasma relaxed to a state of minimum potential energy.
In HBTX (50,51), reversed-field configurations were produced hy fast
programming. Using e~2 suppressed the m = 1 kink instability under all
experimental conditions. Energy confinement times of
predicted during the 20 us stable configuration.

^ 15 us were

The peak tenperature

increased as the square of the current up to 110 eV with Sg = 0.4-0.6.
Experimentally stable RFP configurations were found in ETA-BETA
(52,53) for currents up to 60 kA, whereas instabilities occurred at
higher currents. Stable discharges were obtained for 10 us containment
times and plasma compressions of x~0.6. The plasma was characterized
by an average temperature of 10 eV and

= 0.2-0.3.

Self-reversal has
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also been exhibited using x = 0.4-0.5, yielding plasma decay times of
25-30 MS.
The ETL-TPE-1 (54,55) device has been run as a screw pinch and a
RFP. Electron tenperatures of ~ 10 eV were maintained for

20 us as 3g

rises above 0.6 when the oolumn develops an m = 1 helical motion and
touches the wall.

Preliminary RFP operation of

the STP (operated

primarily as a high-beta tokamak) experimoit has also showed improved
stability using reversed-field programming (56).
The ZT-I ejqperimait (57,58) was initially designed with a rapid
current risetime, 1^1.4 x lO^A/S, using inductive energy storage with
fuse interrupters. Icn tenperatures of ~ 1 keV and
tures of ~ 40 eV were obtained.
CŒipared

electron tempera

Reversed-field programming was slew

to the pinch time and completely stable MHD profiles were not

obtained. Derating the device to currents of 40-70 kA and I to lO^^A/S
allowed field programning. The ion tenperatures were decreased an order
of magnitude and favorable stability was obtained. Ccmfinonent times of
10-15 ys resulted frcsn the reversed-field programming coipared to 3-4 ys
with no reversed field. Loss of containment appeared to be caused by 6g
increasing above the stability limit (~ 0.5).
The major purpose of ZT-S is to examine confinement time scaling
increasing the bore from 10 cm on ZT-I to 15 cm on ZT-S.

The confine-

ment time is eigected to scale as the field diffusion time,
where D is the field diffusion coefficient.

by

2

^ r^^ /D,

The confinement time was

increased fran 10-15 ys in ZT-I to 25-30 y s in ZT-S. The increased time
scales approximately as the square of the minor radius.
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These premising results

have led to the proposal of many new

experiments; which include (12) a 24-cm bore experiment (ETA BETA II,
University of Padua, Italy) and a 40-cm bore device (Z'P-40, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM), both utilize field programming
techniques.

A 120-cm bore self-reversal experiment

(RFX,

Culham

Laboratory, United Kingdom) is also planned. It is hoped that the above
e}Ç>eriments will produce favorable scaling that will extrapolate to the
reactor regime.

C. Reactor Studies
The few reactor studies that exist for the RFER were done at the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory in 1975 (13) and the Culham Laboratory at a
low level of effort fran 1969—1975 (59-61) leading to the much larger
program presently in progress (62). All of these calculations use a
steady-state plasna burn model (plasma tenperature and density assumed
constant throughout the

burn) and were primarily interested

in the

plasma parameters necessary for a reactor with no consideration of the
associated engineering; although, the present Culham program (62) will
ultimately lead to a consistent engineering design.
Reactor calculations performed at Los Alamos (13) assumed the plaana
is held at constant temperature (15 keV), poloidal beta (g_ = 0.5), and
0

plasma ocxipression (x = 0.4) for a specified
multiplication was assumed and

time.

The reactor power

plasma current limits were calculated

based upon the total allowable neutrons incident on the first wall which
will result in a specified first-wall lifetime.
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Calculations performed at Culham used tokamak codes with appropriate
RFPR resistivities and classical losses (59-61). In these studies MHD
stability is determined

by a limiting poloidal beta,

= 0.075

(63). This is a result of an increase in the shear of the fields as the
plasma current is increased, and must not be used above 0~ 2.

This

general trend of supporting more plasma pressure as the pinch moves away
fran the stabilizing wall is in oppositicxi to the results obtained for
configurations with the field shear already established. (Sec. II.A)
Using this limiting 6g^, when Bg < gg^the behavior is assumed clas
sical; when 3g > Sg^instabilities grew and supposedly saturate, appear
ing as enhanced loss mechanisms proportional to exp (( 3g - 6g^ )k).

The

value of k is sufficiently large for gg^ not to be exceeded ty more than
a few percent.
4

X

For a 3-m device, I = 25 MA, © = 1.75, and n^ =

10^%i~^, the plasma ohmically ignites in 1.0 s. Cold particles are

thai injected to maintain the plasma tenperature at 20 keV for 20 s.
This steady-state system operates at gg = 0.46, and is achieved

by the

assumed turbulent loss mechanisms. The stability of the configuration
during this process is difficult to assess. Energy balance calculations
are not performed, although a thermal output of 2000 fW is calculated
for an aspect ratio of 5.
The reactor study currently in progress at Culham (62) invokes the
same postulated plasma loss mechanisms described above where an enhanced
thermal conduction maintains a steady-state bum. For

a 1.75-m device

the parameters of the ohmically heated plasma (4.5 s heating phase for
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I = 19 MA) are T = 10 keV,

= 2.5 x ICp'^m ^ and Bg =0.35 during the

27.5 s bum phase resulting in a 30% fuel burnup. Using a full cycle of
40 s and normal conducting coils require a 42% recirculating electric
power fracticn resulting in a net output power of 600 MWe from a reactor
of 16-m major radius at an estimated capital cost of $2000/kWe.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF ENERGY BALANCE
A. General Model
Evaluation of possible operating cycles for the RFER requires a
model of the reactor which allows a realistic energy
model is shown schematically in Fig. (5).

balance.

Such a

The plasma has an initial

plasma energy

. The total stored energy W
is then transferred
INT
BO
into the RFER magnets and W (1-= W
is assumed lost externally
BO

ijXo

iilo

(outside of the magnet coil leads), where

is the magnetic energy

transfer/storage efficiency. The ranaining magnetic energy

is

partitioned between vacuum field energy, transport losses W , eddy
current losses in the blanket Vl^ and magnet coil W^, ohmic
energy

heating

and field energy trapped inside the plasma W^. The high-g

plasma expansion restores sane of the field energy

by direct-conversion

work W^. The plasma also produces neutron W^, radiation

con

duction W„_,internal plasma VL_, and field
energies which are
CnSD
INT
B
thermally dissipated and eventually appear as thermal energy in the
blanket. All of the field trapped in the plasna at the end of the burn
W™ is assumed to be thermally lost to the first wall.
energy is then ccnverted with a thermal efficiency
gross electric energy W^.

Auxiliary aiergy

energy balance. Sane fraction e must be recirculated
the net electric energy is then

to produce a

requirements (punps,

plant operation, etc.), givai as a fraction f^ of

= r.

The blanket

ccsiplete the
as makeup energy

= (1-£)W^^ and

the over

all plant efficiency is (1 - e)
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Complete RFPR energy balance used in ccfijunction with a timedependent RFP plasma model to evaluate a range oC reactor
operating points. Refer to text for notation.
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An Qigineering Q-value Q_ is defined as
Jbi

^

^INT

^RAD

OCM)
^OCM)

and is used as a major performance indicator

^EB

for the RFPR.

(3.1)

Economic

performance indicators have not beai used to date, although ultimately
econonic considerations must be used to provide a final evaluation of a
fusion power concept.

B. Plasma and Magnetic Field Models*
The radial dependence of both poloidal Bg and toroidal B^ fields are
assumed to be described by

(ar), r < r
(3.2)

y I
o z, r > r_
O-rrr
2-irr

P

Vo (of)' r < fp
(3.3)

*MKS units are used throughout, although olasna tenperature is
expressed in keV units, kT (J) = T (keV) x 10%, where e = 1.602 x
10"l%/eV.
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where

(ar) and

(%) are Bessel functicms of the first kind,

A„ are constants to be determined, y0 = 4TT x 10~^ H/m, I z

A

Q

and

is the

•<-

toroidal plasma current, and B^^ is the uniform toroidal field outside
the plasma. The good agreement between the assumed fields and

actual

MHD stable field profiles (13) is shewn in Fig. (6), which gives the
radial dependence of BQ and B^.
Toroidal flux conservation is assumed

inside the plasma, which
2

inrolies that the initial toroidal flux ( Trr B ) must equal B (r)
w zo
z
integrated over the plasma area (Znrdr). Performing the integration
gives
A =

(3.4)
2 X Ji(arp)

where x is the plasma radius r^ divided by the wall radius r^, and
is the initial toroidal field. The radius of the plasma is taken as the
point of zero Bg field for x < 1 (ar^ = 2.405), and a must be determined
for X = 1.
Fran Maxwell's equations, assuming a static electric field,
=

V

X B

,

(3.5)

the plasma current densities are given by

^

^O

aA J,(ar)
ig (") = -IT

•

(3-7)
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MHD STABLE PROFILE
ANALYTIC FIT
USED IN
/
^
ANALYSIS
/
I

MAJOR RADIUS (ARBITRARY SCALE)

Fig. 6.

Cctiparison of assumed poloidal ^ and toroidal
actual MHD stable field profiles'(13).

fields and
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The toroidal plasma current I must equal the integral of j

over the

plasma cross section, which leads to

Vz

(3.8)

"0 -

Frc«n Maxwell's equations (static electric field) the pressure bal
ance is givai by
^ (^xB) X B = ^p(r)

(3.9)

Substituting the magnetic fields into Eq. (3.9) and integrating over the
plasna radius gives the plasma pressure as a function of radius

P(r) =

2u

(m:) -

(ouTp)^

(3.10)

Within the constraints of the global (zero-dimensicnal) plasma model use
of the average integrated plasma pressure is desirable. Integrating Bq.
(3.10) over the plasma area gives
P =

P(r)
,2
(oTp)
J^(or) - j2(c.rp)

(3.11)

The average plasma pressure p is given by a summation of nkT over all
plasma species, where an

isothermal plasma is generally

assumed.

Substituting Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.11) and utilizing the expressions
for Ag and

P =

gives

ii.

2

2

(3.12)
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For X = 1, Eg. (3.12) is solved for a which defines the field and
pressure profiles during the initial current rise.
A poloidal beta R

is defined as the average plasma pressure divided

by the poloidal field pressure at the plasma radius r^ which gives

This expressiai is used to menitor stability criteria during the thermo
nuclear burn.

C. Plasma Energy Balance
The time-rate-of-change of plasma energy is
d(3pMr&2)
""Ht

dCirrJ
^CBM ~ ^RAD " ^OOND ~ ^
St

'
(3.14)

where the per meter powers are alpha-particle, ohmic, radiation, and
thermal conduction. The last term in Eg. (3.14) represents directcœversicn work done by high-S plasna ejçiansicn against confining mag
netic fields. Substituting Eg. (3.12) into Eq. (3.14), and solving for
dx/dt gives

• "• • •

^OHM ~ ^RAD " ^COND
"• '

dx.
dt
1

3

A

*2
zo

^ %
-J* —"•

1

——— —f

2
(2.405)^ , ^ _

X

where

B

Q

is defined at the plasma radius r^.
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The spatially dependent alpha-heating power

2

) is numerically

integrated over the plaana area using Bq. (3.11) and assuming an iso
thermal plasma. The result is
P^= 5.64

X

10~^ n^n^ <av> A

(3.16)

where n^ and n,j> are the spatially averaged deuterium and tritium number
densities, and A is approximated by an analytic function (within 1%
accuracy) given by

A =

1.333 + 0.039 ar (l + 0.21 (ûrp)^jj rr^ , x = 1
p \
P /J P
2.0987Trp
,X <1
(3.17)

Bremsstrahlung, line, and cyclotrcxi radiatioi contribute to the
radiatioi power

Inpirity radiatiœ is incorporated for oxygen

and

utilizes fitted functions given in Ref. 64. The average bremsstrahlung
power is (18)

PgR = 5.35 x 10
where

n^

T^/^ ^

(3.18)

2

is the sum of n^^z^ divided by the sum of n^z^ over all icm

species k. The cyclotrcai radiation leaving a nonabsorbing plasma (18)
is numerically integrated over the plasma cross secticxi for ar^ = 2.405
to give
P^ = 6.20xl0-"n^B

'

(3-19)
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where an effective magnetic field B has been defined as
^ 2.098

(3.20)
4x

The poloidal field
of

B

Q

is evaluated at the plasma radius.

The fraction

leaving the plasma, accounting for absorption and assuming non-

reflecting walls, is (18)
1/2

cBe,
= 2.1 X 10~3

The fraction of

(3,21)

Ve®

leaving the

plasrna when plasma absorpticxi and a

reflecting cylindrical first wall is present is given as
Thus, given a first wall with a fraction f formed by

in Ref. 65.

holes, the cyclo

tron radiation power leaving the plasma and escaping through these holes
is P^ = P^k^f. The power leaving the plasma and absorbed by the first
W
T
w
T
wall is P^ = P^ k^(l-f) for a reflecting metallic wall and P^ = P^k^
(1-f) for a nonreflecting wall. The total power leaving the plasma is
H
W
pQY = P(2y +
In this study a Icw-z ceramic coating (A]^0^) on the
first wall is takoi to be nonreflecting.
The dhmic heating power P

UrlM.

is first calculated for ar = 2.405.
p

From Eqs. (3.5,9), the current perpendicular to B must support the
plasma pressure or
j,(r)B(r) =

(3.22)

and the remaining current is directed parallel to field lines
ill

(r) =

+ il -

.

(3.23)
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Numerically integrating

2

the ciimic heating power

over the plasma cross section, and fitting

2

(r) + n^j^(r))

the result to an analytic

function (within 1% accuracy) gives
.2
X

CHM

,

.

^

2.405

(2-6y) + (n_^ - n,, )Sg

TTr

1-1.13(1-Sq)

1/2

(3.24)

0.43 (l-6g)

where the plasma resistivities are assumed classical and are given in
the ^^ppendix.

During the early startup phase

relatively cool plasma yields

~0, and cxily

Bg

(ar^< 2.405),

the

the parallel resistivity

need be considered. The integrable dimic teating power is then
'ar
_w
2

TTr
w

(3.25)

Conductive losses fron the plasma can be properly treated as a
function of time fcy a cne-dimaisicxial MHD code. Such a calculation

is

beyond the scope of this study and an approximate expressicxi is used

to

describe the dominant icn thermal oonductioi losses.

The conductive

power loss is taken as
^COND =

2rr^ = 47r T^K
2

2

where T is takœ as (1-r /r^)T^ (steady-state solutiœ for

(3.26)
an infinite

circular cylinder with uniform properties) and the thermal conductivity
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is given in the Appendix. This power loss term is generally very
small and has no impact on the aiergy balance.

D. Magnetic Energy Storage and Joule Losses
The toroidal and poloidal fields in the plasma and
plasma and the coil are given

Eqs. (3.2, 3).

between the

The respective field

profiles in the ooil are given by

Be 'r)

13-271

«P - 1

cz \

r-) '
cz

(3-28)

where r is the inside radius of the ooil,
is the coil thickness,
cp
cp
5p = 1 + Ar^/r__,
parameters are defined in an
cp' cp and the toroidal coil ^
analogous manner. The dependence of B in the coil assumes a uniform
current density (i.e. fully litzed and transposed windings).

Integrat-

2

ing (B 27Trdr)/2p^ over each region (assuming the poloidal energy stored
in the ircn core is negligible) results in the following expressions for
the aiergy stored in the RFFR:
,2
cp]

WeeU/m

p

(«P^
P -

(3.29)
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,2

2
1 +

4x4

o

4

4)

Trr

2U

4 k ^p)

1 -

+ (gg - 1)
(3.30)

The first, second, and third terms for both fields are, respectively,
the aiergy stored in the plasma, between the plasma and the coil (i.e.
in the vacuum region and blanket structure), and in the coil, per se.
A uniform poloidal current distribution is assumed around
radius of the torus.

the minor

The required distribution for stability and

equilibrium must ultimately be determined ty a MHD calculatiœ.

The

coil transport is then
'cp

P^g (w/m) =

(3.31)
'

f^cp

where

n

^^cp^

^cp J

Acp

(ohm-m) is the coil electrical resistivity and

A

is the filling

fraction of conductor in the coil. The transport losses in the toroidal
field coil are e:gressed as
n

^TRZ

=

cz

+ Ar^/2)
Ar
X
cz cz

(3.32)

Parallel plate leads are assumed where the thickness of one plate is
P+.
^

and a gap between the plates is p , so that the total lead thickness
g
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is 2p^ + Pg. Specifying the lead width p^, lead length p^^, and length
of coil fed fcy lead as

the energy storage and transport losses are

(3.33)

Pg + ? Pt

^TRID

~

2 PlP„
A £ ^
L
O

'

(3.34)

where N is the turns ratio, À is the frecticn of conductor in the lead,
n

is the resistivity and
"o h

for the poloidal and toroidal coils, respectively.
Eddy current losses in the coils are incurred during the current
rise and fall corresponding to a total time of 2T . Taken as a fraction
of the transport losses incurred during the plasma burn x^, these losses
are estimated to be (66)

J~

(f)' ^

The n layers of thickness d constitute a coil of total thickness nd/A
having an electrical skin depth of 6 = (0.5 x 10^riTj^)M^
tenperature

copper

(n =

1.8 x lO'^^-m),

= 0.1,

Using roan
/t^ = 0.1,
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d = 0.007, n = 100, À = 0.7 gives a total coil thickness of 1 m and
^Ec/^TR

0.05.

Eddy current losses (66) in the lithium blanket containing a
fraction f^ of the total stored energy WgQ are

Ï~ 6
for segments of width h.

For lithium at 1000 K (n ~2 x 10"^(2-m),

f^ ~ 0.05 (0.15 m lithium length in blanket), h = 0.1 m, the losses are
- 0.001'
The eddy current losses are then taken as 5% of the transport losses
for a coil ccaistructed of 7 mm layers, plus 0.1% of

for a segmented

10 an blanket. These quantities are used for all parameter studies and
may be achieved by adjusting the thickness indicated above.

E. Calculaticnal Procedure
The initial bias field

is calculated fron Eq. (3.12) based upon

a desired minimum plasma ccmpression x . The value of ar is then
m
P
calculated from Eg. (3.12) as the current rises sinusoidally, which
defines the field

profiles.

When ar^ reaches 2.405, a numerical

integration of Eg. (3.15) gives the plasma radius variation.
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AJ.pha particle heating is treated

by a Fokker-Planck calculation

(67), which allows for the possible non-Maxwellian phase-space distribu
tions for both electron and fuel icn species- The additicxi of particles
to the alj^a-particle distribution function is given by

(3.39)

where

is the velocity corresponding to the 3.52 MeV alg^a particle.

An^ is the number density of alphas added at each time step At, and the
doppler broadening due to the background icn species is A^ = (kT/2m^)1/2
.
During each time step the electroi tenperature is adjusted according
to the varying plasma volume and plasma powers

^RAD"

Similar i-

ly, the icn tenperatures must reflect the volume change and pcwer loss
P
. At the md of each time step the alpha velocity distribution is
COND
modified to account for plasma e^gansiom, and the energy eguipartition
between plasma species is followed

by

the Fokker-Planck calculation.

Numerically integrating plasma powers and

coil

transport

losses

conpletes the energy balance calculation.
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IV. RESULTS
A. Reactor Startup Phase
Establishing the field profiles necessary for stable operation of an
RFER appears to be a formidable problem. The initial constant toroidal
field B
and increasing current results in a field configuraticxi
zo
similar to that in a tokamak. This q-stabilized syston must then be
transformed into a RFP by proper programming of the fields. The achiev
ing of stability during

this phase seems unlikely, and turbulence

similar to that exhibited by tokamaks may result.

Pressure balance is

assumed, however, and the approximate field profiles during startup are
modeled fcy the equatiœs in Section III. This startup sequence is aie
of the major uncertainties in the reactor design.
Preicnizaticn is assumed to be achieved uniformly to a density of
-6

ng= 10 n^ by a RF-heating source (64,68). The electric field applied
to the plasma by the homopolar machine must then be sufficient to sus
tain breakdown. This electric field is taken as I R /(27rR) where R is
zp
P
the resistance of the plasma. This ignores the inductive spike
(~1 ysec) at time t^o when the plasma current is near zero (64).
minimum field for

breakdown is

SV/m-irfTorr for

densities

The
above

~0.5 mTorr for reactors with a minor radius cm the order of a meter
(64,68). Electron runaway is observed (69-71) above 20 V/m-mTorr which
may be take: as a maximum allowable field (64,68).

When a significant

fraction of the neutral population is ionized (~ 10%) electron-ion
collisions dominate and determine the conditicxis for electrcxi runaway.
A critical electric field E = 1.6 X ICT^i n t^'^^ (72) divided
c
e II e

by the
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electric field

inçxDsed

2

<xi the plasma E

Gives

]^/E =

2 X 10"^(N
where the line density N
and pressure balance is
e0
G
used. Having E^/E > 50 results in an insignificant loss due to runaway
electrons (72).

Very low g

values result during the lew plasma

tenperatures at startup, however, the initial 20 V/m-irfTorr
limiting constraint.

Electroi runaway at higher

apparently not a problem.

Taking

is then the

tenperatures
21 -1

typical values of Ng~10 m

is
and

0.01 (during startup) gives E^E~630.
Assuming the aforemaiticned preionization, plasma breakdown is then
modeled with a tokamak startup code (64) until the plasma tenperature
reaches ~ 0.1 keV. The discharges are typically started

at relatively

low densities (— 0.5-1 irtTorr) which minimizes the power loss due to line
radiation at low tenperatures (~ 0.01 keV). The line radiation power is
proportional to n^n(^im

impurity number density), and may be

difficult to overcone if the initial density
density is thai achieved

is too high.

The final

gas injection after the resonance line

radiation of low-Z inpurity ions has decreased.

For oxygen

the peak

resonance occurs at ~ 0.01 keV, and neutral gas is allowed to flew into
the system for T > 0.02 keV until the required density is achieved.
Only with further laboratory experimentaticn using

large radius

plasmas and laig startup times (~ 0.1 s) can the true behavior of the
plasna during the initiation phase be seen.

The scheme used herein

provides an estimate of plasma parameters and powers during

the startup

phase.
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B. Thermonuclear Burn Cycles
The pressure balance equaticxi (Eg. (3.12)) is plotted cn the P-V
diagram in Fig. (7), which is used to illustrate the operatiaial modes
and limitations anticipated for pulsed, high-3 operation.
dence of

The depen

with respect to x is also given by Eg. (3.12) as Bg

l-(x^/x) where a ccxistant
x = x^ is assumed.

=

current and negligible plasma pressure at

Starting at x = 1 the plasma is corpressed to

x =0.4, which is taken as the minimum stable plasma radius (29-31).
Ohmic heating rapidly brings the plasma to ignition.

Noting from Fig.

(7) that all solid curves pertain to lines of constant I current
z
throughout the bum, ?lj^a-^particle heating subsequently raises the
plaana pressure to a maximum at x^ = 0.32 corresponding to 6^ =0.5.
The plasma continues to heat and expands to the wall.

The inside

toroidal field B^^ reversibly increases to a maximum at x2 =0.16 and
then decreases according to the laws of flux conservation.
conversicn work

The direct-

associated with plasma expansion against the mag

netic field is given by the area enclosed fcy the plasma pressure-volume
curve. Stable profiles are known to exist ip to 5g —0.58, but as the
hot plasma continues to eiç»and to the wall, 3g continues to rise to a
maximum of Bg = 0.84 at x = 1.
To remedy this unstable situation, the plasma pressure must be much
lower before ejqpansicn to the wall occurs.

For a constantly rising

plasma tenperature the B^ field must be decreased

before the plasma

nears its maximum pressure. This case, denoted by the dashed curves,
indicates that the direct-conversicn work

is now ccsrprcsnised and the
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CONSTANT IZ CURRENT
REDUCED IZ CURRENT AT X^=0.2
PLASMA IONIZED AND
COMPRESSED

UJ
<

o
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w
cr
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CO
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Q.

cr
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0.4
PLASMA VOLUME [X^= (RP/R^F]
Fig. 7.

Generalized pressure-volume diagram for the RFPR. Magnetic
field pressures, plasma pressure p, and the plasma directconversion work
for high-beta plasma expansion against a
magnetic field are shown for the assumed sharp-boundary plasma
model.
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lower average plasma g will result in a lower pcwer output. However, if
the plasma tenperature can be controlled, thei the plasma pressure can
be brought to Bg~0.5 and maintained at that point throughout the burn.
Near the end of the burn the plasma tenperature is decreased, giving a
lower g

and permitting the dashed curves to be followed; a stable

plaana ( gg<.58) results as it expands to the wall.
The dynamic plasma and eiergy-balance models described in Sec. Ill
were used to perform a parametric systems analysis of a wide range of
PFFR burn cycles. The engineering Q-value

served as the ctoject

function for this syston optimizatioi. Reactor dimensicxis used

in this

study are sumnarized in Table 2. The initial plasma ccaiditions (temper
ature, D-T ratio, filling pressure), initial toroidal bias field, magni
tude and wave form of the toroidal current and the total burn time were
varied over a wide parameter range.

The magnitude of the first-wall

tenperature rise and associated thermal stresses, both of which were
conputed as a function of time by the RFP systems model, and the total
plasma beta were continually monitored and used as major constraints.
The toroidal current I was increased sinusoidally with a rise time T„,
2
^
held constant (crowbarred) for a time T , and then was sinusoidally
a
decreased with a fall time equal to
For a 50%-50% D-T fuel mixture the plasma ignites and can reach
0.35 before the plasma must be expanded to the walls; plasma
expansion occurs with a half-cycle fall time approximately 10% that of
the bum

time.

This scenario maintains a stable plasma (3Q< 0.5)

throughout the burn cycle. The initial filling pressure is varied until
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Table 2. Dimensicns used in RFPR energy-balance study
Symbol
r^

Definition

Value

first-wall radius (m)

variable

first-wall Nb-l%Zr thickness (m)

0.002(0.005)'

first-wall AI2O2 coating thickness (m)

-4
3.0 x 10

blanket thickness (m)

0.4

Toroidal

Poloidal

coil thickness (m)

r + 0-4
w
0.15(0.25)

r + Ar
cz
cz
0.60(1.0)

number of turn coil

15

1

parallel plate lead length (m)

5.0

5.0

parallel plate lead width (m)

0.13

^^cp

P,
t

parallel plate thickness (m)
^

Ar
cz

Ar
cp

Pg

gap between parallel plates (m)

0.01

0.01
0

£

length of device fed by leads (m)^

2.0

A

fraction of conductor in coil
and leads

0.7

lOirr
w
0.7

r,

resistivity (copper) of coil
and leads (ohm-m)

1.8 x 10 ®

1.8 x 10 ^

r
c
Ar^
N
c

inside coil radius (m)^

^Dimensions in parentheses used for the longer burn times associated
with the case which controls BQ by D-T burnout (90%-10% D-T fuel
mixture).
^The subscripts z and p are added to denote the toroidal and poloidal
field systems, respectively.
c
Aspect ratio taken to be 5.0.
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the maximum

is obtained. In Fig. 8 the first-wall radius r

versus

the average maximum toroidal current density j is shown as a function
z
of
for the 50%-50% D-T fuel mixture case (BQ control by early
quench). Siçerinposed upcn the
wall

surface

temperature

curves are lines of constant first-

rise

AT^(k)

where

the

first

wall

(0.3 nin)A1^0y'(2 mm)Nb-lZr is cooled by a stagnant pool of lithium.
Attenpting to achieve higher

values of Q^, plasma temperature

control using cold fuel injecticn or impurity addition was considered,
but the alpha-heating power must be balanced by losses to the first wall
in order to maintain a constant plasma tenperature.

Since the alpha-

heating power is ~ 28 times that of bremsstrahlung radiation
the surface heat flux to the wall would

at 20 keV,

be correspondingly increased.

For typical initial ion densities (50%-50% D-T fuel mixture, 2-m first9
20 3
wall radius, and
= 20 MA/m ) of 1.4 x 10 /m
ccnpressed
to
8.6 X 10at the minimum compression x = 0.4, a heat removal rate
of ~10

at the first wall would be necessary to achieve a constant

plasma tenperature 20 keV.
would be intolerable over
aforementioned

case.

This exceedingly high surface heat flux
the 1.14 s burn time anticipated for the

The actual bremsstrahlung

power

2

~ 0.3 MW/m

produces a 163 K degree surface temperature rise for a

(0.3 mm)

A1^0^/(1 mm)Nb-lZr first wall. For these methods of plasma tenperature
control, the plasma density must be decreased

by ~ 5 to lower the

al^a-heating power a factor of 25; a corresponding increase in bum
time would result. The potential technical difficulties associated with
the injection of cold fuel or

impurities and

questions of plasma
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Nb-lZr) surface tenperature rise

(k).
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Stability incurred by the

use of such processes were also major

factors

leading to the decision not to utilize injecticn techniques for plasma
teirperature control.
A method of tenperature control utilized in this study lowers the
initial tritium loadings below 50%.

Through this scheme, the plasma

provides automatic tenperature control by tritium burnup, decreased
alpha-particle heating, and natural radiative losses.

In Fig. 9

versus the initial tritium fraction f is shewn for a first-wall radius
T
of 2 m and maximum average toroidal plasma current density
= ]^/TT
2

2

(r^3^) = 15 MA/m . The plasma is expanded to the wall after 90% of the
available tritium has been consumed. The half-cycle rise and fall time
of I was taken to be 0.1 s. The filling pressure P is varied until
z
A.
(fi ) ~ 0.43 before e>çiansion, resulting in ~ 0.5 at the first wall
0

after expansion. Shown in Fig. 9 are the required filling pressures,
associated bum times and maximum ion temperatures for each initial
tritium fraction f^. As the tritium fraction f^ is increased, high icfi
temperatures result in a reducticn of the alpha-particle heating power
(P~<cy>^_^T

decreases

one e-fold

of

the

peak

value

at

T = 50 keV). Much longer burn times, therefore, are required to achieve
high bumups at higher ion tenperatures. The plasma temperature reaches
T = 50-60 keV for

= 0.08-0.10 and since the burn times are greatly

increased beycnd f =0.1 and Q is not, f =0.1 is chosen. Lcaiger
T
E
T
bum times at high icn tenperatures results in higher coil transport
losses and a decreasing thermcnuclear output, respectively, thereby
resulting in the saturation and eventual decrease in

as f^ is
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= 2m
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0.25

TRITIUM FRACTION, f-r
Fig. 9.

Dependence of the engineering Q-value Gu on the initial plasma
tritium fraction f for 90% bumup of the available tritium ir.
the plasma.
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increased. In Fig. (10) curves of constant

and first-wall tenper-

ature rises are shown for the 90%-10% D-T fuel mixture case (g
by tritium burnout) using a

thicker

first

wall

control

(0.3 mm)Al^O^/

(5 mm)Nb-lZr (Table 2) and increased thickness of the magnet coil (fron
0.6 to 1-0 m). The longer burn times associated with the lower

tritium

loadings necessitate thicker first walls to maintain approximately the
same tenperature drop across the wall (a measure of the internal
mechanical stress, typically < 50 K) and

bulk

tenperature rise.

The

joule losses in the ooil are also increased by the longer burn times and
are offset by the thicker coil. Increasing the coil thickness increases
but the trade-off

between coil size, CCTiplexity and cost versus

higher Q must eventually be considered.
E
C. Plasma Quench
At the end of the burn the 1^ current is lowered sinusoidally with a
half-cycle fall time

and the plasma e>ç>ands to the wall.

The plasma

is thai assumed to be wall confined, where heat loss is controlled
heat conduction across the fields inside the plasma.

by

For a plasma of

negligible resistivity and classical thermal conductivity, the rate of
heat transfer to a cold wall is
T^/^n? InA
q ~ 2.62

X

1/2

10 ^

For typical post-burn parameters (T = 20 keV, n^ = 1020/m3, InA = 20,
1/2

and B = 1 T), the heat loss to the wall is 1.1/t

2

kw/m

which.
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Fig. 10. Lines of constant
for various first-wall radii
and
maxijTium average toroidal current densities j (solid curves)
where a 90%-10% D-T fuel mixture is used. The dotted-dashed
curves are lines of constant first-wall ((0.3 nm) Al20g/(5 inn)
Nb-lZr) surface tenperature rise AT (k).
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generally, is small caipared to the radiation heat flux during the burn
( 250 kw/m^). The inclusiœ of a neutral gas between the plasma and
the wall could prevent the wall from being damaged

before the cool

buffer layer is set-up within the plasna and could enhance the seemingly
slow classical heat loss rate. For the tritium burnout case no energy
is produced in the plasma during quench.

In the 50%-50% D-T case no

additional plasma energy is assumed by the energy balance to be added
after plasna expansion to the wall, but a significant increase in

may

result because of additional alpha-heating power occurring during

the

quench phase.
The proposal of wall confinement at the end of the burn is prelimi
nary, however, and must be studied in much greater detail.
importance are transient effects

Of primary

which may determine the heat trans

port and surface damage to the first wall during the set-up phase of

the

wall-confined plasma.

D. Operating Point(s) Determination
Uncertainties in the plasma physics including plasma field profiles,
resistivities, diffusion, achievable current densities, and stability
makes the choice of any operating point for the RFPR questionable at
this point. The two specific operating points shown below, therefore,
are intended oily to illustrate possible operating regimes.
An experimoitally determined (12) value of the maximum achievable
average toroidal current density is takai to be about 20 f®/m2.
this constraint and

Using

imposing a reasonable limit cn the first wall
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tenperature rise (AT^(K) < 200) leads to a reactor size of about 2 m for
both cases. The time response of major variables is shewn in Fig. 11
and Fig. 12, and reactor parameters and energies are given in Table 3.
An energy transfer and storage (ETS) systen efficiency
was used in all the studies. The variation of

versus

of 0.95
for the

chosen reactor operating points is shown in Fig. 13. The characteristi
cally efficient use of magnetic field energy
is reflected by the low values of n

by reversed-field pinches

allcwed for Qg = 1.

IN
For both cases the field annihilated inside the plasma W
consti6
tutes ~50% of the total losses in the system. Hence, although the
efficient use of magnetic field energy in a RFP configuration results in
an energy balance which is less sensitive to

this strong advantage

is weakened somewhat by the need to provide for losses associated with
trapped flux.
The startup for the two operating points proceeds as described in
Sec. rv.A. A sinusoidal voltage of 10 kV/turn with a quarter period of
0.1 s appears virtually constant during the initial 0.012 s modeled
the tokamak startup code, or until T^ reaches 0.1 keV.
plasma response is shown in Fig. 14.

by

The resultant

The initial rapid decrease in

electric field to 6 V/m-irtTorr involves the transitioi fron the avalanche
region (n^< 0.01 n^) with T^^O.Ol keV to a Maxwellian electron distri
bution of lower

teiiperature (T = 0.003 keV) where the high energy
e
"tail" (energy above 0.015 keV) of the distributicxi icxiizes the D-T
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Fig. 11. Time-dependence of plasma and energy quantities for
50%-50% D-T operating point summarized in Table 3.
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Fig. 12. Time-dependence of plasma and energy quantities for
90%-10% D-T operating point sumnarized in T&ble 3.
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Fig. 14. Time-dependence of various plasma parameters and
powers for a tokamak-like RFER startup.
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Table 3. Summary of typical RFPR parameters
Symbol
r

w

Definition

90%-10% DT

first-wall radius (m)

2.0

2.0

minimum plasma compression

0.4

0.4

40.0

30.0

average toroidal current density at 20.0
minimum compression (MA/m^)
ambient D-T filling pressure (iitTorr) 2.0

15.0

peak toroidal plasma current (MA)
j
^

50%-50% DT

1.35

n^

icn density at ignition (1/m^)

8.52

X

lO^O

5.82

X

1020

nx

8.41

X

1020

2.64

X

1021

f^

time-integrated Lawson parameter
(s/m^)
initial tritium aton fraction

0.5

0.1

fg

fractional burnup

0.109

0.184

T.^

ion temperature prior to quench
(keV)
T g
electron tenperature prior to
^
quench (keV)
(dT/dt)^ post-burn plasma reactivity
o
(keV/s)
^INT
initial plasma energy (MJ/m)
^INT

W
N
W

a

W ,
OHM
W
W
DC
Wg2

final plasma energy (MJ/m)

14.4

23.8

16.3

15.3

18.5

-0.41

0.086
18.9

0.058
11.0

bremsstraiilung energy (MJ/m)

5.38

19.9

cyclotrcn energy into first wall
(nonreflecting) (MJ/m)
fusion neutron energy (18 MeV/n)
(MJ/m)
total-alj^a particle energy
(MJ/m)
plasma ohmic heating energy
(MJ/m)
thermal conduction energy
(MJ/m)
direct-conversion energy (MJ/m)

1.72

16.9

energy requirements of toroidal
field system (MJ/m)

279.6

317.7

54.7

62.1

5.11

5.85

0.036

0.24

34.7

21.3

13.3

7.3
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Table 3 (Continued)
Symbol

Wgp

Definition

505-50% DT

QE

energy requirements of poloidal
345.4
field system (MJ/m)
total magnetic energy in BIS
358.7
system (MJ/m)
transport losses in coil and
6.23
leads (MJ/m)
eddy current losses in coil,
0.67
leads, and blanket (MJ/m)
field in plasma at aid of burn
37.1
(MJ/m)
EIS transfer losses
17.9
(MJ/m), Tig^= 0.95
total recoverable thermal energy
342.7
(MJ/m)
gross electric energy137.1
(MJ/m), n_= 0.4
™ ™
engineering Rvalue
4.06

WQ

total circulating energy (MJ/m)

c

recirculating power fraction l/Q^

W„
n

net electric energy
(l-£) W (MJ/m)
overall plant efficiency n^(l- £),

R

major radius (m)

W
W
W
W
®
W
^
W
™
W
ET

33.8
0.25
103.3
0.30
10.0

90%-10% DT
205.0
212.3
11.5
0.79
19.6
10.6
385.5
154.2
5.39
28.6
0.19
125.6
0.33
10.0

cycle time (s)

8.65

10.5

Tg

bum time (s)

1.14

6.44

I

14 MeV neutron wall loading

2.00

1.87

(m/rn^)

P,jjj

total thermal power (MWt)

2490.

2300.

Pgp

systan gross electric pcwer (I^e)

995.

921.

system circulating electric
power (MWe)
net system electric power (MWe)

245.

171.

Pg

750.

750.
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neutrals. The electric field on the

plasma

then

varies

between 6-14

V/m-irtTorr as the bulk of the neutrals are icnized.

The major power contributions are also shewn in Fig. 14.
difference between the ohmic-heating pcwer
exchange power

The

and ion-neutral charge-

is the power required to icxiize the D-T neutrals.

The large line radiation pcwer P

XJXNE at

1% oxygen fraction is assumed. After
(T > 0.02 keV), the initial

0.01 keV is apparent where a

the

resonance

line

is overcane

to 1 irtTorr

density corresponding

is in

creased to 2 mTorr in 0.005 s for the 50%-50% D-T case while holding
impurity fracticn constant. The bremsstrahlung pcwer during

the

this early

phase increases to a maximum of only 0.3 MW/m at 0.012 s, and the cyclotrcn radiaticn is insignificant. The ion and electrcn diffusive

energy

loss terms are less than 0.01 MV/m.

The impurity fraction used above for

illustrative purposes during

startup was taken to be zero during the burn to reduce the parameter
space. The initial starting density may be reduced until electron run
away becomes serious. The initial inductive spike begins at ~ 75 V/
m-irtTorr and drops to 20 V/m-nfTorr after 15 y s for 1 irfPorr.

As the

density is decreased the initial large electric field is maintained for
longer periods of time and, for

iœizaticn below 10%, continues to

increase until large numbers of electrons runaway and the discharge
fails to develop.

An eigerimeitally determined filling pressure of

0.1-0.2 IrtTorr (46) for a radius of — 0.5 m gives an estimate of the
minimum value.

The

startup

code

predicts

an

> 20 V/m-irtTorr during the period when n < 0.1 n

electric

field

at these minimum
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densities. Changing the applied voltage on the system proportionally
varies the time scale, however the magnitude of all quantities plotted
in Fig. 14 remain virtually unchanged. Doubling the voltage would then
decrease the time scale by one-half.
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V. FINAL SYSTEM DESIQJ
A. General Reactor Description
The toroidal reversed-field pinch reactor

investigated

here

is a

pulsed-plasma device using a lithium-sodium-steam heat transport system
with a thermal cycle efficiency of 40% to produce 750 MWe at an overall
plant efficiency of 30-33%. The major reactor parameters are listed in
Table 3 for the two chosen operating points. The design given herein is
based primarily on the 50%-50% D-T fuel mixture case although both cases
are similar. A plan view of the reactor system containing key RFFR sub
systems is given in Fig. 15.

The details of the heat removal and

thermal conversion systems are described

in Reference 73 for the

Reference Theta Pinch Reactor. TWD coolant loops of ~ 1250 MWt each
transport the heat from the reactor to the single turbine/generator
set. The schematic diagram of the primary-coolant circuit in Fig. 16
illustrates the major lithium flew paths. The primary lithium coolant
removes heat from the reactor blanket (lines denoted 1-7 in Fig. 16) and
provides the tritium breeding necessary for the deuterium-tritium fusion
bum cycle. Because of the cyclic nature of the plasma fusion, the
lithium flow is reduced to near zero when magnetic field

is present in

the reactor blanket. During this period of the burn cycle the lithium
flow must be shunted to an upstream surge tank while a downstream surge
tank continues to flow lithium to the intermediate heat exchanger.

When

the magnetic field is zero, the lithium flows through the blanket, and
the upstream

tank enpties while the downstream

tank

refills.

The
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Fig. 16. Schanatic diagram of the primary-coolant circuit illustrating
the major lithium flow paths.
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lithium which flows frcsn the heat exchanger is purified and

the tritium

extracted (73).
A lithium exit tenperature of 820 K produces a sodium exit temper
ature of 810 K fron the Li-Na heat exchangers.

The remainder of the

plant is then similar to the Liquid-Metal Fast-Breeder Reactor designs.
The plant operates at 755 K maximum steam tenperature which
to the design

is similar

temperatures of many fossil-fuel plants presently

operation. An overall thermal cycle efficiency of

in

=0.40 results

and is used for all calculations.
As shown in Fig. 15, the reactor

is conprised of 30, 2.1-m-long

toroidal sections resulting in a torus of 10-m major radius.

An iso

metric view of a RFER segment, given in Fig. 17, shews the placement of
major reactor coiponents. The first wall also acts as the vacuum wall
where the flanges at the ends of the 2.1-m modules are welded to form a
vacuum seal. The lithium-cooled blanket, and toroidal field coil (TPC)
is then encircled by a structural ring which is used to lift the 2.1-m
module. The blanket/first-wall assembly and vacuum ducting for each
module is mechanically separate and supported fcy the iron core struc
ture. Outside of the modules are the poloidal field coils, divided into
4-m-lCTig toroidal sections, and the iron cores, divided into top and
bottom semicircular sections. The actual amount of iron necessary

to

reduce the externally stored energy to near zero is much more than shown
in Figs. 15 and 17 and is discussed in Sec. V.B.
Referring to Fig. 17 a vacuum puirp and associated ducting

is

provided for each 2.1-m-lcsig module with the vacuum tunnel underneath
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Fig. 17. Isaretric view of 2-m-long RFPR reactzor modules (vacuum vessel, blanket, toroidal
field coil) and associated poloidal field ooil assembly and iron-oore pieces.
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the floor of the reactor. The inlet and outlet lithium coolant pipes
encircle the torus at the reactor floor level and separate connections
are made to each module.

The TFC's are connected electrically in

parallel to a bus which also encircles the machine and

is energized

by

two center-grounded homopolar machines. The poloidal field coil (PPC)
ccansists of wedge-shaped segments where 1/15 of the conductors in each
wedge are energized at each 4-m-lcxig section, resulting in a single turn
transformer coil when the 15 sections are connected.

Each of the PPC

leads is then connected to two center-grounded homi^x>lar machines.
The plant layout given in Fig. 15 depicts the general scheme
envisaged for repair and maintenance of the RFER. All major operations
on the reactor

torus must be made remotely with the aid of

~200-Tc«ine-capacity overhead crane.

a

Access to a given 2-m-long x

5.5-^n diameter x 100-Tonne module is achieved after removal of the over
head shielding blocks, the top halves of three adjacent iron-core
pieces, ana the top half of the associated 4-m-lcng x 175-Tonne PPC
assembly after disconnecting the electrical leads and associated coil
(He-gas) coolant leads. The bottcm halves of both irco-core pieces and
PEG assembly need

not be removed to replace a RFPR module.

Dis

connection of TFC leads and associated coolant lines, and remote grind
ing of welded vacuum joints between the adjacent modules as well as
joints connecting the module to the vacuum dcwncomer allows the module
under repair to be removed from the torus and placed

in an appropriate

repair or salvage area.
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The 20-30 harapolar generators used to energize the ooils would
mounted cn rails and could

be

easily be decoupled from the massive but

permanent lead structure. A similar arrangement

is envisaged for

the

banks of vacuum pumps with the additional difficulty of remote mainte
nance due to the intense neutron banbardmait of the vacuum system.

The

technology associated with the large number of remote manipulations of
massive eguipnait will require considerable development. Other required
reactor subsystems such as tritium handling/processing. He-gas coolant
system for the coils, cryogenic facility for the superconducting homopolar energy stores, plant control system, and associated maintenance
machinery have not been investigated and

must be addressed

in future

RFPR design studies. The balance of plant appears "standard" except for
the Na/Li primary heat exchangers and Li punps.

B. Consideration of Major System Coirçonents
The major caiponents to be described are the fuel supply and removal
systan, first wall and

blanket, magnet coils, irai core, hcanopolar

energy storage devices, and switches. This design has not progressed
into the detailed engineering stage, and specific structural analysis of
these subsystems is not addressed.
The fuel SL^ly and removal system must provide a DT mixture at the
pressure required for the plasma

burn phase

1-2-mTorr), supply a

sufficient amount of neutral gas (DT mixture) to quench the plasma, and
reduce the concentrations of reacticn products (helium) and other
inpurities between plasma burn pulses.

The fuel supply will use
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straight-forward gas-puff methods through small tubes
locations around

1 nrn) at a few

the torus providing ~ 1600 Jl-Torr (~0-6g T) fuel

charge (2 mfTorr) for a burn pulse and an additional amount for
plasma quench. Given that each 25
"downcomer"

the

module is equipped with a vacuum

which represents the minimum vacuum conductance,

the

maximum pumping speed is then determined by this conductance. Under the
anticipated condition of nolecular flow, the downccsner

conductance is

given by (74)
C =

P.
1 + #E

m^/s

(5.1)

where a is the duct radius taken as 0.2 m and the length 1 is 1 m,
resulting in a 28.5 m^s conductance. Dividing the conductance into the
module volume yields an e-folding time of ~0.9 s, and a few seconds of
pumping through this conductance will reduce the concentration by ten.
This ideal situation does not account for the added gas load which may
be incurred by the as yet unresolved requirements of the quench and
plasma cooling j^ases of the burn cycle.

A Roots blower (with asso

ciated roughing punps) is envisaged for the primary punping system and
when impedanced matched with a 25,000 l/s conductance would

be ^ 1.6 m

diameter x 3.6-m-long and consume 100 kWe/module (73).
The lithium-cooled (99% enriched ^Li), Nb-lZr
described in References 15 and 75 and

blanket system is

is shewn schematically in Fig.

18. The 0.4-m-thick blanket with 1 to 2-mtih-thick niobium structural
walls uses stagnant lead for neutron multiplication in the hard-spectrum
regions, stagnant ^Li (95% enriched) for tritium production leading to
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an overall tritium breeding ratio of 1.10, and a oof±>ination of iron and
borcn carbide for attenuation of gamma rays and slow neutrcxis.

Effi

ciency of the blanket in capturing neutron energy is to be near 100%
resulting in a total thermal energy of 18 MeV/neutron. Division of the
blanket into 30 azimuthal sections (Fig. 17) reduces the eddy-current
losses.
The coolant-flow response shewn in Fig. 19 and resultant tenperature
profile shewn in Fig. 18 use parameters from the 50%-50% D-T fuel
mixture case where the numbered coolant flow curves correspond to the
flow channels in the blanket also shown schanatically in Fig. 16.
During the burn (when magnetic field is present) the lithium flow is
very small, and the heat transfer

to the coolant is primarily by

conduction. During the quench phase (plasma dunp) the net plasma
current is electrically forced to zero resulting in a wall-confined
plasma with no field outside the reacting volume which allows the
coolant to flow.
The required image currents for plasma stability (see Sec. IT.A) are
assumed to be provided by the first wall and blanket cn short time
scales (x^6^(0.5 x 10^ n) where ri = 2 x 10 ^
T^O.l s for the ô ~ 0.4-m-thick

for 1000 K Li gives

blanket) and external windings for

Icxiger times. This is speculative and further investigation may lead to
the inclusion of a low resistivity material near the first wall.

A

prime candidate would be copper near roan temperature which would
require a blanket that thermally isolated a cool

coîçer

region

(immediately outside the first wall at 800-1000 K) from the remainder of
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the blanket.

The additional energy loss and ocxiplexity of

this system

is much less favorable than the blanket used in this design.

A first wall consisting of a low-z ceramic coating bonded to a
structural metal is used as the reference design. For both cases given
in Sec. IV. a (0.3 ran) Al^0^/(1.0 im) Nb-lZr laminated wall is found to
be adequate. A one-dimensioi heat transfer calculatiai in cylindrical
geonetry is performed vs time by the plasma burn code for

the caiçosite

wall using

Themophysical

the aforanentioned lithium flow rates.

properties are taken frcan Ref. 14. Tangential stresses for a cœposite
cylinder under plane-strain conditions (14) are simultaneously calcu
lated vs time and radial position using the tenperature profiles.

For

all calculaticms the bremsstrahlung, cyclotron, and thermal conduction
is taken as a surface heat flux, while the neutron-ganma heating (73) is
assumed uniform. Figures 20 and 21 give the time dependence of temper
ature and tangential stresses at key locations within the first wall for
the 50%-50% D-T case and 90%-10% D-T case, respectively.

The 50%-5G%

D-T case has a 1.14 s burn followed by a quench phase when the trapped
IN
field W
and plasma internal energy is uniformly deposited at the first
B
wall over a time period of 3 s. The lithium coolant starts to flew
after the thermonuclear bum is complete. The 90%-10% D-T case shewn in
Fig. 21 has a 6.44 s bum and a 2 s quench phase. The ultimate compres8

8

sive and tensile strength of A]^0^ is -7 x 10 Pa and 1.6 x 10 Pa,
respectively. The stresses in the alumina are mostly compressive and

factor of at least three less than the ultimate stress.

a

The first-wall

composite has been experimaitally (76) cycled in excess of a hundred
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Fig. 21. Dependence of first-wall tenperature and stress during the
ignitiœ, burn, quench, and plasma cooling periods associated
with the 90%-10% D-T burn cycle given in Table 3.
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times using a surface heat flux (pulsed electron beam).
tenperature excursions produced

The resultant

compessive stresses (computer

simula-

O
tien) at the alumina surface of -6 x 10 Pa and tensile stresses of
O
1.4 X 10 Pa in the alumina at the Al^O^/Nb-lZr interface. The actual
stresses experienced by the RFPR first wall are well below these experi
mental values and appear to provide a reasonable margin of safety.
lifetime of the Nb-lZr structural material is determined

by

The

thermal

fatigue considerations. The maximum stress occurring in the Nb-lZr is
three times less than the yield strength of the material (1.4 x l(f Pa)
at the operating tenperature which should provide an adequate engineer
ing safety factor, however, radiation damage is not considered.
The elements of the electrical system include a number of haropolar
machines, switches, the toroidal/poloidal field coils and an iron core
arranged in a toroidal ccofiguration. The electrical circuit is a basic
LC or tank circuit wherein the homopolar machine acts as a capacitor.
The current/field relationships vs

time are shown in Fig. 22.

The

poloidal and toroidal field systems are electrically separate (although
inductive coupling will occur).
Opening and closing of switch

is in effect performed by the homo-

polar brushes. Closure of switch

(i.e., lowering the brushes) at

time -T^2 connects the homopolar machine (100% speed and voltage) to
the toroidal field coil. The current rises to a maximum producing the
initial bias field
anaJogous switch

Preionizatiœ of the plasma now occurs and the
œ the poloidal field syston is closed. The current

rises to a maximum as the

field continues to inductively "ring".
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ultimately yielding the desired reversed field -B . At time T
switch
R
R
S is closed and the current I and reverse field -B is maintained at a
2
2
R
near constant value during the burn
The homopolar machine remains
at rest during the period
Following the burn, the switch

is opened and

the respective

currents for each system are transferred back to the hanopolar machine
which motors up to 100% speed

and

voltage (neglecting losses).

above cycle is then repeated at the desired rate.

The

The direction of

rotation and the voltage of the homopolar machine in the poloidal system
reverses during each cycle. If this results in stability problems, the
field may be maintained in a uniform direction by

the

introduction of

reversing switches.
The toroidal field coil, located

immediately outside the blanket

(Fig. 17), consists of 30 separate coils of 15 turns each (corresponding
to a 2.1-m module) arranged

electrically in parallel resulting in a

voltage carparable to that of the poloidal system.

The single-toroidal

bus is then driven by two homopolar machines acting in series which are
center grounded
potential.

to minimize the machine voltage above the ground

The single-turn poloidal field coil is

divided

30-wedge-shaped segments (Fig. 17) in the azimuthal direction.
coils are then further divided into 4-m-lcng sectiens fed

into
These

by a single

electrical lead where 1/15 of the conductors in each wedge are energized
at each lead resulting in a single-turn transformer coil when the 15
secticaTS are connected. The upper and lower

hemicylinder of 4-m-long

conductor is constructed as a unit with a single lead disconnect.

Each
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poloidal field is driven by two center-grounded homopolar machines.

The

poloidal field coil wedges and each turn of the toroidal field coil are
contained within a stainless steel vessel providing a coolant path for
the helium gas which maintains the coils at near roan tenperature to
minimize ohmic losses. These coils would

be constructed from ~ 7 mm

copper bars that are litzed and transposed to produce a uniform current
density in the magnet coils.
An equivalent circuit for the poloidal field system is the parallel
ccfinection of a capacitor (hcxnopolar generator) and the inductors

and

associated with the regions internal and external to the poloidal
field coil, respectively. The internal inductance is
L. =

r
0.5 + In CP

(5.2)

H

while the external inductance is
- 2

(5.3)

H

CD

for an air core, and is considered to be infinite for an iron core.
Thus, the ircn core ideally couples the current in the poloidal coil
(I^) to the plasma current (I^ = I^) and requires a total stored energy
in the hanopolar generators of
(5.4)

For an air oore the current swing in the poloidal field coil is L^A

=

(L + L.)I (equating flux change) which yields AI = 97.5 MA. for the
e
1 z
c
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50%-50% D-T case in Table 3 (I = 40 MA, L = 1.6 x 10 ^ H, and L. =
z
e
1
2.3 X 10"^ H). Swinging the current in the coil fron 0 to 97.5 MA increases the chmic losses a factor of

6 (= I ) and
c

requires a total

stored energy of
«MZ =

Vz

'5-5)

(evaluated at maximum I^) or nearly 2.5 times the ircxi core case.

By

swinging the primary coil current from -48.75 MA to +48.75 MA the ohmic
losses are only 1.5 times and the stored energy required nearly equal to
the iron core case. This appears favorable, however, the extraction of
the field energy from the poloidal coil at the end of

the burn is ex

ceedingly difficult. The ooil current is swung from plus to minus
48.75 MA which drives the plasma current to zero.

If the external

circuit now attempts to drive the ooil current to zero, the flux change
induces a current in the hot conducting plasma which inplies that the
coil current cannot be extracted until after the quench (2-3 s).

In

this case the current should simply be left in the coil; using the hcmopolar generator as a transfer capacitor

to symmetrically swing the

current from plus to minus now cnly requires an energy store equal to
half that needed by the iron core case. Operating in this mode greatly
increases the ohmic losses in the coil when compared

to an ircn core

system.
An iron oore is assumed herein for all cases, which reduces the coil
ohmic losses and required stored energy (maximizes Q^) when coipared

to

an air oore system (excluding minus to plus poloidal current swings due
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to the aforeinentiœed

field energy extraction problems).

The cross

sectional area. A, of iron required is
2BgA

Wb ,

(5.6)

where B is the saturation flux taken as 2 T, and the factor of two
s
accounts for back biasing the iron before each pulse. Requirements of
^920(690) Wb for the 50%-50% (9G%-10%) EHT fuel mixture cases results
in 230(170) m of ircn which represents about 3-4 times the amount of
iron shown in Figs. 15 and 17. This additicnal amount of iron oould

be

put around the torus, however diminishing space and added maintenance
problons may be prohibitive. A second poloidal coil may be inserted
outside the ircxi core to drive a fraction of the flux and

reduce the

iron requirements, although additional energy storage and ohmic losses
are again incurred. This study has used the engineering Q-value

as

the object function for system optimization. The large amount of iron
required represents an additional constraint which may alter the design
point once an economic analysis is performed, which is beycnd

the scope

of this work.
Conceptual designs of homopolar machines (16) for the Reference
Theta Pinch Reactor provide the engineering basis for the RFER energy
storage system.

Machines using lew inertia rotors constructed of

hollow, radially thin, cylinders allow increases in diameter, speed, and
magnetic field with superconducting windings.

These properties yield

low energy storage costs and high efficiency.
The machine voltage is
V= V

L

(5.7)
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where the maximum allowable peripheral velocity v is taken as 277 m/s
and the average field between collectors B is 3 T. The voltage is then
specified by the active length L of the machine. The energy stored in a
cylindrical rotor machine is

where the density p of the aluminunt-graphite fiber rotor
Taking the fracticxi

is 2300 kg/m^.

of the flux intercepted by the rotor as 0.61 then

defines the rotor radius r

for the required

machine energy W .

This

o
s
value of f is dependent upon a rotor length to diameter ratio of 0.75.
i
This value is closely maintained in the design of the poloidal field
syston which is the major energy store. For the toroidal field system,
laigth to diameter ratios of 0.5 - 0.75 are favorable.

Size optimiza

tion leads to rotor diameters of 1.5 - 3 m with energy transfer effi
ciencies of

95% and energy storage costs of

0.6<:/Joule.

These oon-

sideraticns lead to the honopolar parameters listed in Table 4.
The system requires the interrupticxi of ~ 3 MA from two series
connected honopolar generators. Using ~200 kA switches then requires a
parallel set of 15 switches with the associated

problem of current

isolation during switching. The rapidly varying inpedance of a switch
ing element may result in one switch carrying

all the current, unless

precautions are taken. This may involve keeping the parallel circuits
electrically separate (although

inductive coupling will occur) and

paralleled oily at the brushes of the honopolar which also reduces
circulating currents in the coils.
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Table 4. Honopolar specifications

Energy
Storage
System

Risetime
(s)

Total
Energy
Active
Number Number
Per
Voltage Length Diameter
Machine
or
of
(m)
(m)
Rotors Machines
(kV)
(MJ)

Poloidal
(90%-10%
DT)

0.1

4.5

5.42

2.35

4

20

635

Toroidal
(90%-10%
DT)

0.05

4.5

5.42

1.45

6

2

242

Poloidal
(50%-50%
DT)

0.1

5.5

6.62

2.27

4

30

720

Toroidal
(50-50%
DT)

0.05

5.5

6.62

1.73

6

2

418

Solid state switching may be used for this system.

The rating of

these devices is about 200 kA at 4-6 kV and many of them are paralleled
to give the desired current rating. The cost of this type of switching
element is, however very high and probably prohibitive.

The present

price estimates (77) are $10^/MVA with total requirements an the order
of 5 X lO'^ MVA.

This may be alleviated by using mechanical breakers

or the A.E.G. air blast breaker to be used in JET (77).
interrupt

These breakers

100 kA and cost ~ $0.5 M which still results in a high cost

considering 300-400 are needed. This problem may be alleviated by using
hydraulic (oil) breakers (78) which can interrupt ~100 kA and may cost
only

~$2000, although the reliability of these switches must be

resolved.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CDNCLUSIONS
The physics model used herein predicts a wide range of possible
operating points for the reversed-field

pinch reactor.

range is, however, greatly reduced when considering
constraints and

The operating

first-wall thermal

imposing an upper limit on. the achievable current

density. The ohmically ignited pulsed system must have a radius greater
than about 1.5 m to minimize the recirculating power

fraction which

results in a reactor system of moderate power output (750 MVe).

The

reactor system that evolves from this nodel achieves an overall plant
efficiency of 30-33% using a lithium-sodium-steam heat

transport system

which will use much of the technology developed from the Liquid^etal
Fast-Breeder Reactor. Preliminary consideration of major reactor sub
systems reveals no major "flaws" although considerable technological
development will be required before the reactor

described

herein could

be fully realized.
Relatively slow startup is necessary to be oonpatible with the
rotating machinery (hcraopolar generators) which provides the field
energy. Establishing the RFP profiles may require the plasma to pass
through many unstable states resulting in turbulence. For risetimes of
0.1 s the required voltages (5-6 kV) are achievable with homopolar
generators. Electrai runaway can be avoided during the early phases of
breakdown and is not a problem when greater

than 10% of the fuel is

iaiized. Laboratory e)q)erimentatiw must, hcwever, reveal the true
plasma behavior during Icng (~ 0.1 s) startup time periods.
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The evaluation of various burn cycles must be based on the resultant
recirculating power fraction and first-wall thermal constraints such as
stress and thermal fatigue. Recirculating power fractions of — 0.25 are
achievable in 50%-50% D-T systems in which the teiiperature rises un
controllably until beta limits are achieved

and the plasna must be

quenched. Tenperature control by heat loss fron the plasma inplies an
enhanced surface heat flux at the first wall which imposes severe con
straints in a pulsed high-density system.

Using a 90%-10% D-T fuel

mixture provides autanatic tenperature control ky tritium burnup and
results in recirculating power fractions of ~ 0.15. The feasibility of
these burn cycles must ultimately be investigated with a MEîD burn code.
The operation of a RFPR in a pulsed mode is contingent upcxi extract
ing the plasma current at the end of the

burn.

This may require the

reacting volume to be flooded with neutral gas during

the quench phase

in order to avoid a short-circuit current path at the first wall.

The

flux trapped in the wall-confined plasma at the end of the burn is
assumed thermally lost to the wall. To replace this last flux requires
50% of the recirculating electric power, which demonstrates the irtportance of the plasma quench and the need for detailed calculations to
better quantify the actual amount of flux lost.
Stability of the plasma during the bum cycle is assumed.

Con

straints are iirposed on the maximum poloidal beta, minimum plasma
radius, and achievable current densities (experimentally determined);
however, the ccnducting wall needed for complete stability would be too
thick for a reactor system. The image currents necessary for stability
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could be provided by the external coils for slowly growing modes
0.01 s) in conjunction with a thin (1 cm) conducting wall

to

stabilize the rapidly growing modes. The need to prevent a slowly grow
ing helical deformation is questionable. The large field trapped

inside

the plasma will prevent any large energy loss from the plasma even if

in

close proximity to the wall (as a tokamak).

is

Much theoretical work

needed to determine the required thickness of the conducting wall.
The RFPR is a medium aspect ratio system which results in a low
dipole field (1-2 T) in the center of the torus allowing the

use of

an

unsaturated iron core to minimize the recirculating pcwer fraction
(maximize Q^) although the large amount of iron required may ultimately
change the design point due to restrictions cn space and cost.

The use

of normal field ooils requires only 10-20% of the recirculating electri
cal energy and greatly simplifies the ccnstructicxi and maintenance of
the system when ccsiçjared to superconducting coils.
Among the most difficult engineering problems of this systan are the
required high efficiency (~90%) energy transfer and storage.

Honopolar

generators provide a realistic solution to the energy storage problem;
however, these devices require a significant technological development.
The reliable switching of large amounts of energy (10-20 GJ) every
~10 s is perhaps the most formidable problem. Solid state switching
possible; however, the cost may prove to be prohibitive.

is

The develop

ment of reliable mechanical switches at low cost may be necessary.
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The study of a pulsed RFPR has revealed physics operating points
that are conpatible with realistic engineering systens.

The desir

ability of these systems must await an econcxnic assessment and is con
tingent ipon favorable physics scaling.
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VII. TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The reactor design generated by this thesis represents a basis from
which a more comprehensive and realistic engineering system may be
developed. The present design describes a plausible reactor scenario
that is contingent on many ^ysics and engineering assunpticns that
warrant further study.
Plasma behavior is subject to much conjecture due to the limited
experimental work that has been performed on the RFP.
dealing with startup, field

Theoretical work

reversal, stability/equilibrium and the

associated need for a flux conserving first wall, transport loss, and a
neutral-gas blanket (plasma quench) could provide insight

into the be

havior of a RFP plasma. The actual response of the plasma must be
investigated through further

experimentaticn, although "reactor-like"

plasmas will not be available for many years.
A final design point will ultimately be dictated by economics which
must be the underlying consideration in future parameter studies of the
RFPR. This will also allow a refinement in the engineering design of
major subsystems such as the first wall, blanket, toroidal/poloidal
field coil, iron core, energy storage/transfer system, vacuum/fueling,
ard the balance of plant.

This work should

ultimately lead

to a

consistent engineering design of a RFPR that will operate at minimum
cost.
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X. APPENDIX
The classical plasna resistivities used in this study are given
Spitzer (79) as
„

9-62

X

10

InA

(A.l)

r\j_ = ri„ /0.51
where the value of

(A.2)

is approximately

Y^^O.582 + 0.418 I ^eff"^
|
E
"eff

(A.3)

and
17
A = 4.907 X 10
^eff

_e
, T < 0.0362 keV
n-^/^
®
e

;

A = A^O-0362^ / ^ T> 0.0362 keV .
T

(A.4)

(A.5)

The classical thermal conductivity perpendicular to field lines is given
fcy Braginskii (80) as
kj. = 5.07 X 10-39 4^^/A ^

(W/m keV)

(A.6)

where a^ is the atomic mass of the ions (a^ = 2.5 for DT fuel) and B is
somewhat arbitrarily takei as B_ at the radius r .
G
p
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